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Development and Stability (Part 2 of 3)

by Florian Colceag

SERVICES

Services are directed to national values through their way of use (light industry, public
notary etc).
Services directed to commerce are represented by: marketing, sales, accountancy, audit,
banking services, goods transport, service etc.
Services directed to intern public order business, guard and protection, fire defense,
informational protection, environment protection, consumer protection, and post offices.

CIRCUITS

1) Local potentials valuing through services circuit. Services directed to commercial
benefits by policies supported by the government. This support targets local
organization and valuing on the values market through valuing strategies.

2) Local services appreciation circuit. Services directed to national values referring to
their appreciation to local authorities level by government support. They are valued
through politic strategies and born commercial strategies directed to valuing of services.
Ex touristy circuit.
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3)    Commercial services circuit. Services directed to commerce are valued through e-
economy supported by the government. This materializes in local authorities
involvement that provides commerce act protection supported by public order organs.
(Ex. Casino, entertainment parks etc).

4)    Anticorruption in services circuit. Services directed to public order are applied in local
administration with government support. This evaluation is transparent and targets
commercial field and its relation with local administration.

 

 

5)    Patrimony protection and valuing circuit. Services directed to the national values
materialize at local authorities level (services referring to national patrimony situated in
the territory, protected species, natural reservations, historic and architectural
monuments etc) and receive governmental support. This support is directed to specific
politics strategies and benefits by protection and guard on behalf of legal authorities.

6)    Transparency of national patrimony preservation circuit. Services directed to public
order targets public policies creation with governmental support. These are directed to
transparent communication and are dedicated to the national patrimony protection and
valuing strategy. Ex. Army involvement in reconstruction and maintenance of national
parks.
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LONG TERM PROGRAMS
 
 

 

 

A. The program for commercial or technological services. The services orientated towards
communication have as a target the production area in relationship with applied
researches, which are expressed by commercial strategies directed towards services
utilization. E.g. car-service.

Bathe program for services protection and responsibility. This is materialized through
political programs that refer to these services on the external market, having legislative
protection. (E.g. the law of industrial and intellectual property). To assure the
functionality of the law, there are specific protection programs.

C. The program for the appreciation of the resources. This allows for the local
administration and the transfer through youth programs to the cultural patrimony,
becoming national values.

D. The circuit of valuing the potential of national services and of expertise services. The
services orientated towards communication and continuous forming refers to increasing
the cultural level by increasing the national values (it increases the potential of national
resources.)
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resources.)
E. The program of valuing the administration. This goes towards the local authorities,

aiming the moral ethical civilization with the help of justice and public order.
F. The program of valuing the quality of the exchanges with Romania. This goes towards

the public politics, reforming the applied sociologic research, thus raising the degree of
trust for the Romanian offer of products and services.

 
 
 

THE PUBLIC IMAGE
 
 
The public image goes towards the productive field through advertisement, through the
critical analysis of the functional characteristics, of fragility, of quality etc.
The public image goes towards continuous formation through who’s who, results’
evaluation, presentations of individual or team evolutions, specialty studies etc.
The public image goes towards professional forming through instruction offer on different
levels, data basis including forming centers and the formers’ qualification and training
courses.
 
 
 

CIRCUITS
 

 

1) The e-learning and e-training circuit. The public image orientated towards continuous
forming is launched on the communication net through governmental programs (long-
distance education). These are materialized by introducing the presentation of the
necessary-for-production standards in the context of professional training promoted
through mass- media.
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2) The job’s market circuit. The public image orientated towards professional forming is
materialized in the exact standards of execution and exploiting as part of governmental
politics. The evaluation is being made by e-economy on jobs market, through continuous
formation strategies.

3) The circuit of professional forming according to market’s standards. The public image
orientated towards continuous forming consists of learning techniques and educational
techniques, with governmental support. These aim the involvement in the productive
area, under exact standards, transferred to image strategies.

4) The circuit of management responsibility. The public image orientated towards
productive area is materialized in the elaboration of organizational standards and norms
that transform themselves into governmental programs of management reform (laws of
management responsibility). Evaluating these is being made within a system of attesting
the level of specific professional education, materialized in the strategies of continuous
forming.

5) The circuit of market prospecting. The public image orientated towards productive area
is applied on e-economy through governmental programs. These are overtaken by the
educational programs orientated towards specific training necessary for market
prospecting and for launching the production.
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prospecting and for launching the production.
6) The circuit of professional adjustment to the technological impact. The public image

goes towards professional training. Its main target is the necessary specific education
supported by governmental programs. These confront the specific needs of education
from the e-economy (jobs market) and are materialized in production strategies. E.g.:
South Chorea renewed the technology in the ‘70s. They trained their people before
introducing the new technologies.

 
LONG-TERM PROGRAMS

 

 

 

A. The circuit of opening the worldwide economy. The public image orientated towards e-
economy turns (through the system of national values) into a way of educating the people
through means of continuous forming (the culture of using the Internet).

B. The circuit of using the Internet. This is also materialized in the specific educational
programs meant for the social, financially supported for the necessary professional
training (forming the formatters)

C. The circuit of standards exploitation on e-economy. Designing these programs is done
through utilization standards, reforming the previous levels. (E.g.: proper language on
Internet). That gives us the possibility of introducing the Romanian creativity and
products on the image market.
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D. The circuit of structural adjustment to the market norms. The public image orientated
towards e-economy aims also commerce and the involvement of new technologies in the
production area (the commerce of know-how).

E. The circuit of long-lasting economic development. This turns into standardization lines
aiming the healthiness (durability) of the ecological-economic system, financially
supported by programs of specific professional training.

F. The circuit of human forming for e-economy. Public image transformed into training
programs is materialized in educational programs for young people, building up the
specific necessary culture and opening the possibility of permanent forming. (E.g.:
generations of computer guys).

 
APPLIED RESEARCH

 
 
This has 3 directions:

1)     Towards the reforms, meaning the reform of the systems of thinking, of laws, of
concepts, of paradigms. This direction allows for the approach of the inner and outer
universe from different perspectives and for the discovering of simple applications of
this complex thinking

2)     Towards the production area, which aims to technological research, inventing,
design, organizing etc. This direction allows for the initiation of new economic
fields, correcting the errors induced by previous inventions within ecosystems or
human environment.

3)     Towards commerce. This direction concentrates itself on the economic mobility of
the social metabolism, on the metabolism of resources and of the environment
regarding the human impact, leading towards the flexibility of the market needs and
the commerce structure.

 
CIRCUITS
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1)     The circuit of structural adjustment to the functional standards of economics. The
scientific research directed towards reforms takes into consideration the economics
standards for conceiving the governmental programs designated for going out on the
market through commercial exchanges. (The program of adjusting the structure).
E.g.: the energetic area, applying the for the structural adjustment of the energetic
branches.

2)     The circuit of adjustment to the norms of international commerce. The applied
research orientated towards commerce refers to e-economy, the governmental
politics that aim the alignment to the world standards through reform politics.

 

 

3)     The circuit of structural reforms from economy. The research orientated towards
industry can be applied to a general level by communication, with the help of
governmental programs that are built up towards creating politics that imply
structural reforms.

4)     The circuit of the production of merchandize and goods. The applied research
orientated towards commerce and the utilization of the e-economy potential is
directed towards governmental measures. These regulate through law the respect of
economics standards from the production area.
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5)     The circuit of technologies’ improvement. The applied research orientated towards
production is attempts to obtain the necessary means for production, that allow
getting products at the market’s standards. This standardization gets materialized in
governmental measures orientated towards winning markets on e-economy, meaning
distribution nets for the products.

6)     The circuit of quality stimulation for the structural reforms.  The applied research
orientated towards structural reforms must be materialized into organizing politics
aiming the management activity at the level of the authorities. These are evaluated in
the communication area through the top of the firms that managed to apply these
reforms in the production area, their success being orientated towards applied
research. This is done by a part of the acquired benefits, designated for research.

 
 

LONG-TERM PROGRAMS

 

 
 

A. The program of economic utilization of resources. The applied research orientated
towards standards meant to improve the healthiness of the system is applied on the
infrastructure by reform strategies. (E.g.: pipes of terrorization????)
B. The circuit of consumption ordination. This goes to public politics meant to put in order
the consumers, aiming the services through commerce. (E.g., countering installing personal
centrals)
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centrals)
C. The circuit of stimulating the local. Through communication and population education
with the help of mass media appears the need for a market for the inventions products,
with an impact on the development of the production area. (E.g.: producing the contours)
D. The program of self-training, self-management, evaluation and utilization of this
training. The applied research orientated towards economic standards aims the professional
forming (people are trained for the correct use of inventions, popularization programs),
aiming the public image through mass media (popularization programs) that contribute to
the dynamism of the productive area. (E.g.: TV shows as “How to modernize your house
by yourself”).
E. The circuit of regional Note. They become politic strategies orientated towards abroad
exchanges (labor forces for the foreign market) on the domain of infrastructure that is
about to be reformed (e.g. electricity, roads).
F. The circuit of modernizing and appreciating the services. This experience is
communicated as a national value (supported by brevets and international renewal) and
orientated towards modernizing the services and materialized by the offer on the market
through complete services.
 
NB: The short term triangular type circuits of information and data distribution, as well as
other types of larger circuits that contain multiple structures and that become effective on
long term basis won’t be treated within this document. In the annex there are represented
on cube the diagrams corresponding to these circuits.

 
 
 

THE INFRASTRUCTURE
 
The infrastructure is directed towards the resolving of the social health issues (pollution
removal, wastewaters cleansing, natural gas and water distribution networks, durability and
quality for the roads and walkways). Onto the external affairs direction, the infrastructure
consists into ways to communicate: roads, railways, aerial lines, navigational channels etc.
Onto the reform direction, it consists into modern communication methods: telephone
lines, satellite links, mass media, television etc.
 
Circuits
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1)     The circuit for applying of the European norms regarding the infrastructure. The
infrastructure directed towards health is oriented towards respecting the standards
and regulations, being sustained by governmental programs. These programs regard
the improvement in life quality, by creating a communication-association factor
towards other cultures. For example: the inappropriate public roads isolate Romania
from EU countries.

2)     The circuit for adjustment to the commercial fluxes and for cultural exchanges with
UE. The infrastructure oriented towards external affairs (international roads, airports
etc.) regards the increase in products, persons and services fluxes, in international
tourism etc. These fluxes are monitored and included in official programs that are
oriented towards respecting the standards for persons, products and services fluxes,
generating policies for the increase of the infrastructure system health. For example:
occidental type, fully equipped WC.

 

 

3)    The circuit for the qualitative adjustment of the infrastructure with those of the EU
countries. The infrastructure oriented towards external affairs allows a comparison
of someone’s infrastructure to those in the exterior and to specifically apply the
results for the improvement of life quality by government programs. The level of
execution and exploitation standards makes the evaluation and it aims at reform
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execution and exploitation standards makes the evaluation and it aims at reform
strategies (policies).

4) The circuit of sustainable reform strategies. The infrastructure oriented towards
reforming evaluates the reform needs that are further applied at the level of quality
standards. This is made at the government programs level, aiming the life quality
improvement, creating external exchanges strategies.

5) The circuit for information security. The infrastructure directed towards reforming
applies in political programs that benefit from governmental support. The evaluation
is made by the life quality that is assured by health policies for the Internet
communication program (confidentiality reassurance, transparency for the messages
from institutions etc.)

6) The circuit for sustainable local development. The infrastructure oriented towards
health (on-time change of pipes, consume monitoring etc.) has the effect of
improving life quality with the necessity of being sustained by government
programs. These are evaluated at the level of public policies and are transformed
into reform strategies.

LONG TERM PROGRAMS
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A.   The circuit for infrastructure evaluation from experts. The infrastructure
passed through the execution and exploiting standards uses these standards for
specific professional training at the level of experts with a contribution and
support from the financial sector. These experts are used for the checking and
the maintenance of the infrastructure’s health with regards at the standards for
the sector.

B.    The circuit for the opening on the external markets. This standardisation
affects the life quality because the later depends on respecting the
infrastructure. This respect consists into civic ethics regulations oriented
towards the respect for the laws. The respect for the laws (the certainty of
state functioning) sets the conditions for intensifying the external exchanges
through communication channels.

C.   The circuit for adjusting the infrastructure to the newer technologies. The
infrastructure oriented towards socialising policies and cultural tolerance leads
to the intensification of commerce and exchanges, and subsequently to the
usage of local applied research. This usage is able to accelerate the reform
process for the infrastructure.

D.   The circuit of adjustment to the technology development dynamic. The
infrastructure oriented towards standards reflects in the productive sector
through the quality improvement thanks to the inventions and through the
micro structural reforming (for example: IT implementation, units for new
technology)

E.    The circuit for value increase in productivity. The results transform into micro
policies oriented towards discipline and respect for the internal regulations of
the productive unit, and the later, by becoming competitive outside the
country, is able to become an exported model.

F.    The circuit for competition stimulation. This generates life quality
improvement oriented towards sociologic balance (competition on value
basis), implying over the financial level and health of the system.
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basis), implying over the financial level and health of the system.


